SCIENTIFIC THEMES AND SUB-THEMES

THEME A: Engineering and Management of Fresh-water Systems

Approach or point of view: interactions of fluid mechanics with other disciplines: ecology, management, geomorphology.

LOC Coordinator: Prof. Giovanni Seminara, University of Genoa, Italy.

A1.a Hydrodynamics of lakes and reservoirs (stratification, internal waves, wind forcing, flushing, sluicing, mixing processes)
A1.b Hydraulic and ecological interactions (wetlands, flood plains, fluvial biology, habitat, restoration and rehabilitation, vegetation and flow resistance, eutrophication, nutrient cycles, reservoir operations, flood protection, risk in coastal areas, fish passes)
A1.c Water resources and river basin management (fluvial basins and land planning, drainage and distribution systems, reservoir regulation, wastewater, arid zones, desertification, conjunctive use of water, integral use and reuse of water, transboundary river basin)
A1.d Floods (formation and propagation, control and mitigation, dam break, inundation modelling)
A2.a Hydro- and morphodynamics of rivers (bedforms, meandering, braiding, pools and riffles, bank erosion, equilibrium sections, vegetation effects on morphology)
A2.b Sediment transport and erosion processes (linear transport, surface erosion, mass movements, reservoir sedimentation, turbidity currents)
A2.c Mountain streams and debris flows (overaggradation, inundation control, disaster mitigation, floating debris)

THEME B: Data Acquisition and Processing For Scientific Knowledge and Public Awareness.

Approach or point of view: interaction of hydrology with other disciplines: atmospheric science, soil science, measurements, information theory, economy, law, sociology.

LOC Coordinator: Prof. Andrea Rinaldo, University of Padua, Italy.

B1.a Land-Water-Atmosphere Interactions (climate change, meteorological/hydrological modelling, precipitation, storms)
B1.b Surface hydrology (modelling, parameter estimation, slope
processes, runoff, infiltration, urban hydrology)

**B1.c** Sub-surface hydrology (groundwater flow, modelling, parameter estimation, scales, fractured and heterogeneous aquifers, aquifer pollution and restoration, groundwater - seawater interaction, groundwater management, subsidence and recharge)

**B2.a** Remote sensing techniques and applications (processing, evaluation, implementation of data, coupling with ground-based measurements)

**B2.b** Hydroinformatics (advanced numerical modelling, neural networks, fuzzy logic, evolutionary computing, data mining, data assimilation, data management, SPH)

**B2.d** Economic, legal, social and political aspects of water management (ecological, technological and sociological constraints, decision making, decision support, sustainability, political implications, water crisis, transboundary rivers)

**THEME C: Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulics**

**Approach or point of view:** basic fluid mechanics and hydraulics, hydraulic constructions, machinery and experimental devices.

**LOC Coordinator:** Prof. Antonio Cenedese, University of Rome “La Sapienza”, Italy.

**C1.a** Fundamentals of turbulence, mixing and dispersion processes (density currents, plumes, jets, wakes, multiphase flows, effects of vegetation)

**C1.b** Localized hydraulic phenomena (local scour, hydraulic jumps, curved channels)

**C1.c** Mathematical (numerical) modeling of complex flow fields (compound channels, steep flows, irregular topography)

**C2.a** Water distribution and drainage networks (irrigation, storm water, sewers, urban drainage)

**C2.b** Hydraulic Structures (dams, spillways capacities and rehabilitation, outfalls, fishways, spur dikes, groynes, weirs, intakes, dissipaters, gates, navigation locks)

**C2.c** Hydraulic machinery (pumps, turbines, propellers)

**THEME D: Maritime and Coastal Research and Engineering**

**Approach or point of view:** covering all aspects other than the structural topics of Cs2007: sea and coastal systems, interactions with inland water and other disciplines.

**LOC Coordinator:** Prof. Alberto Lamberti, University of Bologna, Italy. COPRI’s Coastal Structures co-chairman.

**D1.a** Hydrodynamics and morphodynamics of coastal systems (littoral, beaches, longshore and crossshore transport, beach nourishment).

**D1.b** Hydrodynamics and morphodynamics of estuarine systems (river mouth deltas, estuaries, lagoons, sea level rise).

**D2.b** Extreme and ordinary events in coastal management (hurricanes, tsunami, storms, generation, evolution/propagation, effects on the coast, risk analysis, coastal disaster, coastal flooding, integrated coastal-zone management, environmental and water-quality aspects).
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Hydrodynamics of lakes and reservoirs

3D NUMERICAL MODELING OF FLOW FIELD AND SEDIMENT TRANSPORT IN LABORATORY RESERVOIR FLUSHING PROCESS
Corresponding Author: Ali Khosronejad

NUMERICAL MODELLING OF DEPTH PROFILES OF CONTAMINATED SEDIMENTS IN A RIVER RESERVOIR BED
Corresponding Author: George K. Jacoub
Other Author: W. Hu, B. Westrich

LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS OF SPATIALLY ACCELERATING STRATIFIED SHEAR FLOWS
Corresponding Author: Maria Eletta Negretti
Other Author: S.A. Socolofsky, G.H. Jirka

COOLING WATER DISCHARGE INTO THE IMPOUNDMENT RESERVOIR VIENNA-FREUDENAU: EVALUATING DIFFUSER PERFORMANCE AND CORMIX-BASED MIXING SIMULATION
Corresponding Author: Bernhard Schmid

EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTS OF CAUSEWAY CONSTRUCTION ON URMIA LAKE FRESH WATER CIRCULATION
Corresponding Author: Saeed Moghimi
Other Author: M. Shafieefar, A. Khosronejad

VERTICAL VS. PLANIMETRIC CIRCULATIONS IN LAKES
Corresponding Author: Marco Toffolon

STUDY ON LONGITUDINAL DISPERSION COEFFICIENT IN TRAPEZOIDAL CROSS-SECTION OPEN CHANNELS
Corresponding Author: Yongcan Chen
Other Author: Z. Dejun

INVESTIGATION OF THE HYDRODYNAMICS IN A STRATIFIED LAKE
Corresponding Author: Anil Caliskan
Other Author: E. Sebnem

SIMILARITY SCALES SELECTION AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN OF LARGE-SCALE FLOATING SLUICE HYDRAULIC MODEL
Corresponding Author: Zong-fu Fu
Other Author: Y. Zhong-Min, L. Jia-Cai
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF A TWO-LAYER FLOW ABOVE A SUBMARINE SILL USING PIV
Corresponding Author: Jose Anta
Other Author: E. Pena, F. Sanchez-Tembleque, J. Puertas

AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON FLOW CAPACITY IN LIAN-LU HYDROCOMPLEX
Corresponding Author: Wu Longhua
Other Author: Y. Jiangui, Y. Xiaoli

POLLUTANT TRANSPORT AND MIXING IN WATER WAVE FIELD
Corresponding Author: Dekui Yuan
Other Author: L. Binliang, T. Jianhua, S. Jian

PENETRATIVE CONVECTION IN STRATIFIED FLUIDS: VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS BY IMAGE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Corresponding Author: Monica Moroni
Other Author: A. Cenedese, V. Dore

SIMULATION OF TURBULENT FREE SURFACE OBSTRUCTED FLOW WITHIN CHANNELS
Corresponding Author: Hussain Khalid
Other Author: J. Pu, S. Tait

GATE OPERATION FOR WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN SEONAKDONG RIVER
Corresponding Author: Young Do Kim
Other Author: J. Hyun Kwon, J. Hyun Park, J. Hwang

THREE-DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAL ANALYSIS FOR PREDICTING THE BEHAVIOR OF WATER TEMPERATURE AND TURBIDITY IN A PUMPED STORAGE RESERVOIR
Corresponding Author: Nozomu Yoneyama
Other Author: M. Inoue, N. Tanaka

LAKE COMO WEST ARM EXCHANGE PROGRAM PILOT STUDY
Corresponding Author: Chris Dallimore
Other Author: J. Imberger, D. Copetti, G. Tartari

ANALYSIS OF WITHDRAWAL CONDITION AND EQUILIBRIUM DEPTH OF STRATIFIED FLOW BY 2-D VERTICAL NUMERICAL MODEL
Corresponding Author: Chien Jung Liu
Other Author: M.H. Shaohua, L. Ching-Biao

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS TO PREDICT THE HYDRODYNAMICS AND THE RELATED MIXING PROCESSES IN WATER STORAGE TANKS
Corresponding Author: Volker Weitbrecht
Other Author: G.S. Palau, T. Stosser, T. Bleninger, B. Hofmann, M. Maier, K. Roth

BEST PRACTISE FLUSHING STRATEGY AT THE UPPER RIVER MUR
Corresponding Author: Helmut Knoblauch
Other Author: H. Badura, J. Schneider

THE EFFECTS OF A TIME-VARYING SOURCE UPON THE MOTION OF A CONTINUOUS SALINE UNDERFLOW
Corresponding Author: Rocio Luz Fernandez
Other Author: J. Imberger
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## Hydraulic and ecological interactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Corresponding Author</th>
<th>Other Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIGNIFICANCE OF COMPENSATION MEASUREMENTS IN HARMONIZING DEMANDS ON RIVERS</td>
<td>Patt Heinz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMFUL ALGAL BLOOMS IN JINHAE BAY OF KOREA</td>
<td>Lee MoonOck</td>
<td>K. JongKyu, M. JinHan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A PROPOSAL OF RIVER IMPROVEMENT PROJECT CONSIDERING SPAWNING OF AYU, Plecoglossus Altivelis altivelis, in Osegawa River</td>
<td>Yoshiki Shiraishi</td>
<td>T. Nagaya, K. Onitsuka, M. Higashino, T. Takami, S. Matoba, J. Akiyama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A 25 HA WETLAND: BORSTAKARR AT CHRISTINEHOF CASTLE, SCANIA, SWEDEN</td>
<td>Peter Larsen</td>
<td>C. Lindstrom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABOUT SOME ASPECTS OF LAKE RESTORATION (ON AN EXAMPLE OF GOSH LAKE IN ARMENIA)</td>
<td>Armine Simonyan</td>
<td>H. Mikayelyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A 25 HA WETLAND: BORSTAKARR AT CHRISTINEHOF CASTLE, SCANIA, SWEDEN</td>
<td>Charlotte Lindstrom</td>
<td>P. Larsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMULATION OF FLOW CHARACTERISTICS IN GROYNES FIELDS USING A PARTICLE TRACING APPROACH</td>
<td>Michael Tritthart</td>
<td>M. Liedermann, H. Habersack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A MODELLING APPROACH TO ASSESS ALGAL BLOOM OCCURRENCE IN YACYRETA RESERVOIR, ARGENTINA</td>
<td>Angel Menendez</td>
<td>P. Garcia, M. Perayre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEP-POOL RAMPS FOR EPIPOPOTAMAL RIVERS - EXAMPEL SAALACH</td>
<td>Michael Hengl</td>
<td>H. Korgner, N. Krouzecky</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ASSESSMENT MODEL FOR RIVERBANK ECOLOGICAL PROTECTION WORK OF PLAIN RIVERS
Corresponding Author: Ruihua Shi

ASSESSMENT MODEL FOR RIVERBANK ECOLOGICAL PROTECTION WORK OF PLAIN RIVERS
Corresponding Author: Shiguo Xu

RESTORATION OF DREDGED FOREST STREAMS: FROM A MONOTONOUS TOWARD A HETEROGENEOUS STATE?
Corresponding Author: Ari Huusko
Other Author: P. Korhonen, T. Yrjana

INTEGRATING GIS AND MATHEMATICAL MODELING
Corresponding Author: Ioana Popescu
Other Author: A. Azab

ARTIFICIAL STEP-POOL SYSTEM FOR ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION OF A DEBRIS-FLOW RAVINE
Corresponding Author: Guo-an Yu
Other Author: W. Zhao-yin, D. Xuehua, Z. Kang

A STUDY ON MULTIPLICATION OF PHYTOPLANKTON UNDER OPERATION OF NAGARA RIVERMOUTH BARRAGE
Corresponding Author: Takeshi Takemura
Other Author: J. Maruyama, M. Nakai, M. Arita

SAND BAR LANDSCAPE AND ROLE OF VEGATATION AND SUBSURFACE FLOW ON ECOSYSTEM SERVICE
Corresponding Author: Tetsuro Tsujimoto
Other Author: T. Katakai, T. Sumi

ANALYSIS OF THE RE-OXIGENATION PROCESS IN WATER STREAMS
Corresponding Author: Paolo Veltri
Other Author: A. Fiorini Morosini, G. Maradei, B.M. Verbeni

EVALUATING FUNCTIONALITY AND SUSTAINABILITY OF RIVER WIDENINGS AT THE KAMP RIVER /AUSTRIA CONCERNING TO FLOOD PROTECTION AND AQUATIC ECOLOGY INCLUDING A NUMERICAL SENSITIVE TEST
Corresponding Author: Christoph Hauer
Other Author: B. Schober, H. Habersack

SEASONAL CHANGES OF FEEDING BEHAVIOR OF AYU, PLECOGLOSSUS ALTIVELIS ALTIVELIS
Corresponding Author: Takayuki Nagaya
Other Author: K. Onitsuka, Y. Shiraishi, M. Higashino, T. Takami, S. Matoba, J. Akiyama, H. Ozeki, Y. Akaki

EFFECT OF THE VERTICAL STRUCTURE OF A POROUS BED ON HYPORHEIC EXCHANGE
Corresponding Author: Mattia Zaramella
Other Author: A. Marion, A. Packman, A. Bottacin

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN WATER QUALITY, LAND USE AND STREAM INVERTEBRATES COMMUNITIES IN KOBE
Corresponding Author: Gozo Tsujimoto
Other Author: T. Kakinoki, M. Tamai

EFFECTIVENESS OF INSTALLED LARGE WOODY DEBRIS FOR PROVIDING HYDRAULIC DIVERSITY
Corresponding Author: Mark C. Stone
Other Author: M.E. Barber

COMBINING FIELD MEASUREMENTS AND LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS IN RIPARIAN REHABILITATION STUDIES
Corresponding Author: Sam Gorrick
MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF CONTAMINANT PROPAGATION IN NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL FREE SURFACE NETWORKS
Corresponding Author: Carmela Mucherino
Other Author: A. Palumbo, D. Pianese

ECOHYDROLOGICAL INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SUBSURFACE FLOW AND VEGETATION IN TIDAL ENVIRONMENTS
Corresponding Author: Marco Marani
Other Author: O. Tosatto, A. Comerlati, M. Putti

PATZCUARO LAKE, A SPRING MADE WATER BODY
Corresponding Author: Luis Emilio Rendon
Other Author: X. Li, M. Lara
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Water resources and river basin management

MAXIMIZING RESERVOIR YIELD IN AN ARID REGION
Corresponding Author: David Stephenson

STUDY ON THE BIODEGRADATION RATE IN RIVERS
Corresponding Author: Lin Luo
Other Author: M.J. Wang

SWIMER - SUSTAINABLE WATER INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT OF THE EAST ROUTE- RESULTS OF THE DIVERSION IMPACTS ON THE WATER RESOURCES
Corresponding Author: Julien Lecollinet
Other Author: Y.J.Jun, J.Yangwen, C.Niu, H.Gan, N. Moschini, A.Pretner, M. Gonella, H. Shen, Y. Li

RISK ASSESSMENT OF OPTIMAL RESERVOIR OPERATING POLICIES FOUND BY MONTE CARLO OPTIMIZATION AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Corresponding Author: Camilo Alsyon Simoes Farias
Other Author: Suzuki Koichi, Kadota Akihiro, C.B. Alcigeimes

INVESTIGATION OF AERATED SIPHON
Corresponding Author: Detlef Aigner
Other Author: H.B. Horlacher

ANALYSIS OF ARTIFICIAL INFLUENCE FACTORS ON WATER CYCLE IN TAIZI RIVER BASIN
Corresponding Author: Wensheng Li
Other Author: X. Shiguo

FUZZY OPTIMIZATION MODEL FOR ALLOCATING ALLOWABLE DISCHARGED T-N LOAD TO POINT AND NONPOINT SOURCES
Corresponding Author: Shigeya Maeda
Other Author: T. Kawachi

SUSTAINABLE WATER RESOURCES PLANNING FOR INTEGRATED WATERSHED MANAGEMENT IN AN URBAN STREAM
Corresponding Author: Eun-Sung Chung
Other Author: L. Kil Seong, Y. Chin Chae, K. Ki Seo

THE DYNAMIC BALANCE IMPUTATION OF SYNERGETIC WATER POLLUTION CONTROL
Corresponding Author: Ruidong An
OPTIMIZING ECO-ECONOMIC STRUCTURE IN THE NORTHWEST GULLY LOESS PLATEAU OF CHINA
Corresponding Author: Zhou Zhenmin
Other Author: W. Tiehu, W. Liyan

INFLUENCE OF WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION ON ECO-ENVIRONMENT OF THE DOWNSTREAM OF YELLOW RIVER
Corresponding Author: Zhou Zhenmin

APPLICATION OF MONTE CARLO METHOD IN RECHARGE CALCULATION OF UNDERGROUND WATER RESOURCES
Corresponding Author: Zhou Zhenmin

EVALUATION OF HEAVY METAL'S POLLUTION EFFECTS ON THE SEDIMENT / WATER / AQUATIC PLANTS IN POYANG LAKE
Corresponding Author: X Gong
Other Author: J. Minfei, C. Chunli

RESERVOIR REGULATION OF RUNOFF IN DAMS, WEIRS OR CASCADES WITH A VIEW TO HYDRO POWER PLANT OPERATION
Corresponding Author: Nikola Nikolov

DESalINATION: A SOLUTION TO WATER SHORTAGE OR NOT
Corresponding Author: Yurdagul Kumcu
Other Author: B. Cinar

CONTRASTING APPROACHES IN SEDIMENT ManagEMENTS ALONG RIVERS IN PIEMONTE (ITALY)
Corresponding Author: Luca Franzi
Other Author: G. Bianco

STRATEGIC PLANNING OPTIMIZATION OF 'NAPOLI EST' WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Corresponding Author: Maurizio Giugni
Other Author: N. Fontana, D. Romanelli, D. Portolano

INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT OF WATER QUANTITY AND QUALITY IN THE YELLOW RIVER BASIN
Corresponding Author: Yangwen Jia
Other Author: N. Cunwen, W. Hao

METHODOLOGY OF RIVER POLLUTION ASSESSMENT AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Corresponding Author: Yannopoulos C. Panayotis
Other Author: D.I. Manariotis, I.A. Ziogas, V. K. Kaleris

PREDICTION OF T-N RUNOFF LOADS FROM DIFFUSE POLLUTION UTILIZING POLLUTANTS RATING CURVE
Corresponding Author: Masato Noguchi
Other Author: N. Wataru, S. Suzuki, Y. Suemitsu, T. Ohta, Y. Itoh, M. Nishikawa

USE OF MATRIX ANALYSIS AND GIS FOR RIVER CORRIDORS IDENTIFICATION: THE CASE OF THE TAGLIAMENTO RIVER
Corresponding Author: Francesco Baruffi
Other Author: M. Bisaglia, M. Ferri, R. Ottoboni, N. Surian

MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT IN WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Corresponding Author: Domenico Pianese
Other Author: C. Musella, C. Palma

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES ON WATER RECYCLATION FOR IRRIGATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL PURPOSES
Corresponding Author: Vincenzo Bixio
Other Author: G.M. Carrer
RAINFALL RUNOFF FORECASTING SYSTEM FOR BASIN WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT IN KOREA
Corresponding Author: Hwan Ko Ick
Other Author: M. Ha Hwang, W. Jeong

FLOW CHARACTERISTICS IN THE STREAM BY INSTALLING
Corresponding Author: Gye Woon Choi
Other Author: P. Sang Woo, K. Young Kyu, H. Man Shin
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Floods

SIMULATION OF DAM-BREAK FLOW USING A DEPTH-AVERAGED 2-D MODEL
Corresponding Author: Wu Weiming
Other Author: S.S.Y. Wang

DIKE BREAK PREVENTION AS THE PROCESS OF FLOODING PROTECTION
Corresponding Author: Zuzana Boukalova
Other Author: B. Vojtech

APPLICATION OF STORAGE FUNCTION METHOD WITH SCS ABSTRACTION METHOD
Corresponding Author: Yoon Kanghoon
Other Author: K. Taegyun

CREATIVE FLOOD PROTECTION DESIGNS IN AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT
Corresponding Author: Bianca Stalenberg
Other Author: H. Vrijling

THE FLOOD DISASTER CAUSED BY T0514 AND MEASURES TO MINIMIZE FUTURE DISASTERS IN MIYAZAKI, JAPAN
Corresponding Author: Satoru Sugio
Other Author: K. Murakami

ST.PETERSBURG FLOOD PROTECTION BARRIER: DESIGN AND ECOLOGICAL FEATURES
Corresponding Author: Rosa Mikhailenko
Other Author: I. Yesin

ON RIVER-BED VARIATION MECHANISM IN STEEP BRIDED CHANNELS AND A METHOD TO CALCULATE INUNDATION DISCHARGE HYDROGRAPH DUE TO DIKE BREACH
Corresponding Author: Shoji Fukuoka
Other Author: A. Tomonori

SIMULATION OF DAM-BREAK WAVES ON DRY BED BY LAGRANGIAN BLOCK METHOD
Corresponding Author: Vincent H. Chu
Other Author: C. Pinilla, L. Wai Tan

TESTING A SIMPLIFIED BREACH MODEL ON IMPACT PROJECT TEST CASES
Corresponding Author: Andre Paquier
MODELING BREACH GROWTH IN CLAY-DIKES
Corresponding Author: Yonghui Zhu
Other Author: P. Visser, H. Vrijling

A NEW INDEX ABOUT DROUGHT AND FLOOD
Corresponding Author: Yanshu Rong
Other Author: J. Yu, Q. Tu

TWO-DIMENSIONAL MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF FLOODING OVER ERODIBLE SEDIMENT BED
Corresponding Author: Zhixian Cao
Other Author: Y. Zhiyuan, L. Xin, C. Tao

PHYSICAL AND NUMERICAL MODELING OF A RIVER CONFLUENCE RESHAPING
Corresponding Author: Maria Giovanna Tanda
Other Author: M. D'Oria

RESERVOIR FLOOD CONTROL CAPACITY AND FLOOD ROUTING IMPACTS ON DOWNSTREAM FLOOD HAZARD REDUCTION, CASE STUDY: GORGANROOD RIVER & GOLESTAN DAM IN IRAN
Corresponding Author: Ali M. Pourhasan
Other Author: M.R.M. Tabatabai, M.R. Kavianpour, B. Bozorgy

EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL STUDY OF THE BREACHING OF AN EMBANKMENT DAM
Corresponding Author: Benjamin Dewals
Other Author: P. Archambeau, S. Erpicum, M. Pirotton

ANALYSIS AND APPLICATION OF TWO COMPLEMENTARY NUMERICAL MODELS FOR PREDICTING FLOOD WAVES GENERATED BY FAILURES OR DYSFUNCTIONS OCCURRING ON A COMPLEX OF DAMS
Corresponding Author: Benjamin J. Dewals
Other Author: S. Erpicum, P. Archambeau, S. Detrembleur, M. Pirotton

LINEAR APPROXIMATION OF OPEN-CHANNEL FLOW ROUTING WITH BACKWATER EFFECT
Corresponding Author: Simon Munier
Other Author: X. Litrico, G. Belaud

FLOOD RISK ASSESSMENT USING ADJOINT SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Corresponding Author: Hossam Elhanafy
Other Author: G.J.M. Copeland

EXTREME FLOODS AND INTEGRATED FLOOD MANAGEMENT
Corresponding Author: Helmut Michael Habersack
Other Author: J. Burgel, H. Stieffelmeyer, G. Krapesch

THE SHIFT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RAINFALL IN SOUTH KOREA
Corresponding Author: Won Kim
Other Author: K. Chiyoung, O. Jeseung

SPEED OF LONG WAVE IN CHANNEL WITH TRIANGULAR CROSS-SECTION
Corresponding Author: Sergei Sokolov

TWO-STAGE MODEL OF MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR FLOOD ROUTING
Corresponding Author: Guang Li Xu
Other Author: B. De Wang

OPTIMAL DESIGN OF EVACUATION ROUTE AUGMENTATION AGAINST FLOOD DISASTERS - AN OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM FOR A DESIGN PROBLEM WITH HIGH-LOAD 2D SIMULATION -
Corresponding Author: Tomoharu Hori
Other Author: M. Shiiba

EMPIRICAL FORMULA FOR PROPAGATION DISTANCE OF FLOOD WAVE-FRONT IN FLAT INUNDATION AREA WITHOUT STRUCTURE DUE TO LEVEE BREACH
FORESTS AND AUXILIARY LEVEES FOR FLOOD DAMAGE PROTECTION IN THE MIDSTREAM OF THE KASE RIVER
Corresponding Author: Koichiro Ohgushi
Other Author: K. Ikeda, H. Araki

SPATIAL PATTERN AND PREDICTING FACTOR OF FLOOD AND DROUGHT YEAR OF NORTH CHINA
Corresponding Author: Yanshu Rong
Other Author: Y. Jinhua

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON INFLUENCE OF LEVEE BREACH DEPTH ON FLOOD WAVE PROPAGATION IN INUNDATION AREA
Corresponding Author: Yoon Kwang Seok

A SIMPLE METHODOLOGY FOR THE DAM-BREAK WAVE EVALUATION
Corresponding Author: Paolo Mignosa
Other Author: F. Aureli, A. Maranzoni, C. Ziveri

1-D MORPHODYNAMIC SCHEME FOR NUMERICAL MODELING OF SIDE WEIR FLOW
Corresponding Author: Giulio Bechi
Other Author: M. Catella, E. Paris

APPLICATION OF THE SYNTHETIC HYDROGRAPH METHOD TO SOME CASE STUDIES
Corresponding Author: Massimo Tomirotti
Other Author: U. Majone, P. Mignosa

IMPORTANCE OF INFORMATION DISSEMINATION FOR FLOODS PREVENTION AND/OR MITIGATION
Corresponding Author: Seiji Suzuki
Other Author: N. Masato, E. Shinya, Y. Kitajima

NUMERICAL MODELLING OF LANDSLIDE-GENERATED WAVES
Corresponding Author: Hsu Chiang-An

RIVER BRENTA DEFENCE BY CONTROLLED FLOODING
Corresponding Author: Andrea Braidot

RIVER BRENTA DEFENCE BY CONTROLLED FLOODING
Corresponding Author: Michele Ferri

A SIMPLIFIED APPROACH FOR FLOOD ATTENUATION RESERVOIR DESIGN
Corresponding Author: Carmine Covelli
Other Author: L. Cozzolino, D. Pianese

A COMPARISON BETWEEN A 1D- AND A 2D-NUMERICAL MODELLING OF A LOCAL RIVER WIDENING
Corresponding Author: Roland Faeh
# THEME A2.a

**Hydro and morphodynamics of rivers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Corresponding Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comparison of Bed Load Formulae in Hydraulic Geometry Using</strong></td>
<td>Levent Yilmaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Similarity Principle</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Logarithmic Law for Flows over Large Relative Roughness</strong></td>
<td>Wlodzimierz Czernuszenko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Characteristic Scales in Gravel-Bed Rivers and the Descriptive</strong></td>
<td>Athanasios (Thanos) Papanicolaou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Potential of Fractal Geometry</strong></td>
<td>A. Tsakiris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fluvial Erosion of Cohesive River Banks</strong></td>
<td>Athanasios (Thanos) Papanicolaou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Author:</strong> A. Tsakiris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Channel Evolution of the Slightly Curving and Multi-Branched</strong></td>
<td>Ling Jiang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>River Reach in the Middle Reach of Yangtze River</strong></td>
<td>L. Yitian, Z. Wei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Approaches to Managing Channel-Confluence Alignments</strong></td>
<td>Robert Ettema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Model of River Bank Stability Analysis</strong></td>
<td>Ebrahim Amiri-Tokaldany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Author:</strong> A. Samadi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flume Influence on Developing Dune Beds</strong></td>
<td>Heide Friedrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Author:</strong> B.W. Melville, V. Nikora, S.E. Coleman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bed Form Changes in Presence of a Lateral Overflow</strong></td>
<td>Burkhard Rosier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Author:</strong> J.L. Boillat, A.J. Schleiss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning from the Past to Improve the Future. An Ex-Post Analysis</strong></td>
<td>Yves Zech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Of the German Upper Rhine</strong></td>
<td>B. Spinewine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NUMERICAL STUDY ON THE BED EVOLUTION PROCESS OF CHANNELS WITH COMPLEX GEOMETRIES
Corresponding Author: Hao Zhang
Other Author: H. Nakagawa, Y. Muto, Y. Muramoto

USE OF A 1-D SEDIMENT TRANSPORT MODEL TO SIMULATE EVOLUTION OF RIVER BED
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